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ABSTRACT 
 

Epoxy quality contributes a great role in defining quality products of quad flat no lead multi row 
packages. In dealing with certain problems related to epoxy position shift caused by unoptimized 
design, innovation on the dispenser module is considered and focused at. This paper discusses the 
phenomenal issue of epoxy position shifting in die attach process and the solutions applied. The 
current design of dispenser module in die attach machine demonstrates flaws that need to be 
improved through design optimization. Innovative approach was applied, removing variables on the 
design that caused rejections during die attachment due to the shifted epoxy position. The 
improved design was able to address the issue as projected on the study, and helps not only the 
epoxy position performance, but also the set-up time of epoxy during syringe replacement. This 
design can be adapted by other manufacturing for process improvement and robustness. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Certain challenges are inevitable in 
semiconductor manufacturing of quad
leads multirow (QFN-mr) packages. Innovation 
and improvement play a significant part in 
obtaining process stability, robustness, and 
unparalleled quality performance. Machine 
capability and process performance are 
measured respectively as these are the variables 
needed to consider and focused at. 
 
On die attach process of QFN
singulated dice are picked from silicon wafers 
and placed on a leadframe using epoxy as die 
attach material, epoxy position is being 
considered as one of the critical aspects of this 
process. It was defined firsthand by product 
designers to meet the product requirement such 
as bond line thickness and epoxy area coverage, 
and may result to unit rejection if violated, or not 
maintained. Epoxy related defects such as epoxy 
fillet build up or incomplete area coverage will be 
most likely to happened if epoxy position is not in 
line with the die during die attach process. One 
factor affecting this phenomenon is the epoxy 
writer module performance during dispensing of 
epoxy, particularly on how consistent it hits the 
target position as defined during machine setup 
and acceptable process capability to sustain 
product quality.  
 
On this die attach machine epoxy configuration, 
epoxy syringe (determined using 30cc syringe) is 
attached directly on the epoxy writer and 
mounted altogether on the dispenser module arm 
as shown in Fig. 1 during dispensing on a 
leadframe pad, strong vibration occur that cause 
 

 
Fig. 1. Dispenser module assembly of die attach machine
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Certain challenges are inevitable in 
semiconductor manufacturing of quad-flat no-

mr) packages. Innovation 
and improvement play a significant part in 
obtaining process stability, robustness, and 
unparalleled quality performance. Machine 
capability and process performance are 
measured respectively as these are the variables 

 

On die attach process of QFN-mr wherein 
singulated dice are picked from silicon wafers 
and placed on a leadframe using epoxy as die 
attach material, epoxy position is being 
considered as one of the critical aspects of this 

ess. It was defined firsthand by product 
designers to meet the product requirement such 
as bond line thickness and epoxy area coverage, 
and may result to unit rejection if violated, or not 
maintained. Epoxy related defects such as epoxy 

incomplete area coverage will be 
most likely to happened if epoxy position is not in 
line with the die during die attach process. One 
factor affecting this phenomenon is the epoxy 
writer module performance during dispensing of 

nsistent it hits the 
target position as defined during machine setup 
and acceptable process capability to sustain 

On this die attach machine epoxy configuration, 
epoxy syringe (determined using 30cc syringe) is 

poxy writer and 
mounted altogether on the dispenser module arm 
as shown in Fig. 1 during dispensing on a 
leadframe pad, strong vibration occur that cause 

the epoxy shift on defined epoxy position. This is 
because of the weight of the epoxy syringe that 
affects the movement of the epoxy writer. 
Syringe filled with epoxy attached to the writer 
and dispenser module arm adds irrelevant weight 
and affects dispensing quality of epoxy pattern. 
This current design of the dispenser module 
projects certain flaws that needs further 
improvement, especially in robustness of process 
and capability of producing quality products.
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 
Epoxy setup on die attach process is considered 
as one of the critical technical aspects of the 
machine setup procedure. Epoxy parameters are 
defined initially prior of placing the die, to achieve 
an acceptable die attach structure and criteria. 
This includes epoxy position with respect to die 
placement on the pad. Performing epoxy position 
setup on die attach machine includes vis
system and parametric. Die attach machine uses 
vision setup called pattern or photo recognition 
system (PRS) that recognizes the die pad area to 
be dispensed by epoxy. Other works and studies 
related to PRS can be found in [1
attach machine’s PRS will detect the pad 
perimeter and calculates the desired position of 
the epoxy. Default position is at the center of the 
pad unless otherwise offset position is required 
by the product and will be managed by 
parameter settings. Offset values will be
by the user in mils or millimeter unit of 
measurement, and the machine will auto 
calculate the position during dispensing. Similar 
procedure on bonding process is performed on 
the die pad area to achieve desired die 
placement. 

Fig. 1. Dispenser module assembly of die attach machine 
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the epoxy shift on defined epoxy position. This is 
because of the weight of the epoxy syringe that 

ects the movement of the epoxy writer. 
Syringe filled with epoxy attached to the writer 
and dispenser module arm adds irrelevant weight 
and affects dispensing quality of epoxy pattern. 
This current design of the dispenser module 

needs further 
improvement, especially in robustness of process 
and capability of producing quality products. 

Epoxy setup on die attach process is considered 
as one of the critical technical aspects of the 

parameters are 
defined initially prior of placing the die, to achieve 
an acceptable die attach structure and criteria. 
This includes epoxy position with respect to die 
placement on the pad. Performing epoxy position 
setup on die attach machine includes vision 
system and parametric. Die attach machine uses 
vision setup called pattern or photo recognition 
system (PRS) that recognizes the die pad area to 
be dispensed by epoxy. Other works and studies 
related to PRS can be found in [1-7]. The die 

’s PRS will detect the pad 
perimeter and calculates the desired position of 
the epoxy. Default position is at the center of the 
pad unless otherwise offset position is required 
by the product and will be managed by 
parameter settings. Offset values will be encoded 
by the user in mils or millimeter unit of 
measurement, and the machine will auto 
calculate the position during dispensing. Similar 
procedure on bonding process is performed on 
the die pad area to achieve desired die 

 



 
Fig. 2. Epoxy position shifted to the right

 

 
Fig. 3. Epoxy related defects caused by epoxy shifting

 
As highlighted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, 
epoxy position initially defined on the center of 
the pad had shifted on one of the sides randomly 
on leadframe pads and resulted in reject units 
caused by epoxy related defects. To eliminate 
the said phenomenon, a practical approach on 
the design will be considered to have an 
improved manufacturing process. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
A design modification on the epoxy dispenser 
module had been performed and executed to 
enhance the epoxy process and eliminate the 
phenomenon of sudden epoxy position shift 
caused by weight dragging of the syringe. To 
eliminate the irrelevant weight, the s
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Fig. 2. Epoxy position shifted to the right 

 

Fig. 3. Epoxy related defects caused by epoxy shifting 

As highlighted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, 
epoxy position initially defined on the center of 
the pad had shifted on one of the sides randomly 
on leadframe pads and resulted in reject units 
caused by epoxy related defects. To eliminate 

on, a practical approach on 
the design will be considered to have an 

SSION 

A design modification on the epoxy dispenser 
module had been performed and executed to 
enhance the epoxy process and eliminate the 
phenomenon of sudden epoxy position shift 
caused by weight dragging of the syringe. To 
eliminate the irrelevant weight, the syringe must 

be removed from the moving part of the 
dispenser. It has been strategically relocated and 
fastened on the upper part of the dispenser 
module through a fabricated syringe holder with 
interlocking threaded design for syringe 
replacement as illustrated in Fig. 
the flow of epoxy during dispensing, a plastic 
tubular hose is connected between the syringe 
and the dispenser needle. It will serve as 
extension that interconnects the source of the 
material to the moving part of the epoxy wri
Therefore, it will eliminate irrelevant weight that 
drags the movement of it. The design does not 
alter or disturb the electronic connections of the 
dispenser module, instead introduced an 
innovative approach to let the module performs 
robustly and effectively. 
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be removed from the moving part of the 
dispenser. It has been strategically relocated and 
fastened on the upper part of the dispenser 
module through a fabricated syringe holder with 
interlocking threaded design for syringe 

 4. To maintain 
the flow of epoxy during dispensing, a plastic 
tubular hose is connected between the syringe 
and the dispenser needle. It will serve as 
extension that interconnects the source of the 
material to the moving part of the epoxy writer. 
Therefore, it will eliminate irrelevant weight that 
drags the movement of it. The design does not 
alter or disturb the electronic connections of the 
dispenser module, instead introduced an 
innovative approach to let the module performs 



 
Fig. 4. New design of dispenser writer module

 

 
Fig. 5. Statistical analysis interpretation using mosaic plot

 
Experiment was conducted to validate the 
effectivity of the new design using 
with sample units. Data from the sample units 
processed on the old and new design was 
gathered and statistical analysis was performed. 
Using chi square and 2-proportion tests as seen 
on Fig. 5, analysis shows significant difference 
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Fig. 4. New design of dispenser writer module 

Fig. 5. Statistical analysis interpretation using mosaic plot 

Experiment was conducted to validate the 
effectivity of the new design using leadframes 
with sample units. Data from the sample units 
processed on the old and new design was 
gathered and statistical analysis was performed. 

proportion tests as seen 
on Fig. 5, analysis shows significant difference 

between the two, and the new design of 
dispenser writer module is better compared to 
the old design. 
 

Aside from the improvement on the process, it 
also promotes efficient epoxy position setup time 
after replacing empty syringe by 65%, from 45.3 
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minutes including epoxy position set up to 15.8 
minutes eliminating it. This is due to the epoxy 
writer needle is already detached from it, 
retaining its current position ready for another 
sequence of production run. 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDA-
TIONS 

 
In this design improvement on die attach 
machine, epoxy performance by means of 
targeting desired position has improved 
significantly. Relieving the moving part from 
irrelevant weight had resulted to a more 
improved process performance through this 
innovative design, and significantly improve 
throughput gain on man hour epoxy setup time. 
This manufacturing breakthrough that                  
showed admirable outcome, is highly 
recommended to apply also on other                  
machines with almost the same or exact design 
given with appropriate machine capability and 
product requirements. Ideas through redesigning 
of parts or related studies of the same concept of 
design improvement would be of big help in 
discovering ideas for robustness and 
optimization of die attach process.                     
References shared in [8-12] would be of                         
big help in discovering ideas for                         
robustness and optimization of die attach 
process. 
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